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The Markov model developed in previous papers is applied to the study of the 
slurry-supernate interface in batch sedimentation. The variability of particle 
velocities explains the induction period and the fuzziness of interfaces. Using the 
velocity-concentration curve indicated by experimental measurements of individual 
particles in the interior of dispersions, the Markov model predicts that slurries with 
initial concentrations in a critical range will suffer a depletion of particles near the 
top of the slurry. This results in an attenuated interface. The remnant concentration 
is the same for all attenuated interfaces. All attenuated interfaces have the same 
ultimate velocity. Outside this critical range, the ultimate velocity of the interface is 
equal to the mean of the steady-state pdf of particle velocities. Earlier papers 
introduced the concept of a parametric concentration as a weighted average of local 
solids concentrations. The introduction of suitable metrics for this parameter and 
particle personality (size and shape) extends theorems for monodisperse systems to 
slurries containing a countable number of species and shows that a family of nearly 
identical particles can be uniformly approximated by a single species. These results 
hold across realizations from continuous distributions of personality and initial 
position. Finally, sufficient conditions are established for classification in dilute 
slurries of multifarious particles. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We have developed a Markov model for sedimentation [ 11, deduced its 
experimental implications [2], and proposed a specific model which requires 
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an experimental determination of its three parameters (3 1. Trajectories of 
particles settling at very low Reynolds numbers are determined by the 
configuration of the entire system [4,5]. Our model focuses on solids 
concentration, c, as the most important parameter of configuration and 
incorporates all other effects in a stochastic structure. The Markov model 
reveals new features of sedimentation 12, 3. 6) and reconciles seemingly 
disparate experimental results [ 7 1. 
According to Kynch’s theory [S], all particles, including those at the 
interface, settle at the same velocity when the solids concentration is uniform 
throughout the slurry. This assumption is clearly false. In fact, velocities 
vary so widely [ 3 1 that it is not even a reasonable approximation. According 
to the Markov model [l-31. there is a distribution of particle velocities at all 
times. In general, the initial velocities are distributed according to a 
probability density function which differs from the steady-state pdf [ 1,3 1. 
Nevertheless. the solids concentration remains stochastically stationary [ 2 1 
in the central part of the slurry while the velocities approach their steady- 
state pdf, q(., c). Thus, a single Markov process Y(c) = (h(v, tI u; c): u. 
t’ E V, t > O} applies in this region [ 11. For some phenomena, only the 
mean, p(c), of q(., c) is important. This provides a new perspective [2] for 
Kynch’s flux theory [Sl. Specifically, his theory emerges as the deterministic 
version of the Markov model [ 1,2]. Our earlier papers [ 1, 21 stressed the 
derivation of results which could be approximated by a deterministic model, 
but noted that there were times when it was inappropriate. This paper 
emphasizes phenomena which require the stochastic model. 
Physically, particle velocities are bounded, but to develop useful 
parametric models, it may be convenient to permit an infinite range of 
velocities. In particular, Markov diffusion processes [ 9 1 which converge to 
their equilibria provide a rich and natural class of parametric candidates for 
r(c). For example, in our three-parameter model [3 1. .W(c) is an 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [ 9 1 whose parameters may be determined 
experimentally. Furthermore, when coupled with experimental and/or 
theoretical characterizations of its infinitesimal parameters, this diffusion 
approach results in a complete predictive theory incorporating the effects of 
not only mean particle velocities but also their variability and 
autocorrelation. The appropriate experimental work. which has yet to be 
done, is well within current technology. 
Computer simulations based on the model [6] suggest that an induction 
period is an inherent part of settling behavior. A simulated slurry 161 settles 
with a recognizable interface which is diffuse in dilute slurries and sharpens 
as slurry concentration increases. These phenomena are treated analytically 
in this paper. The Markov model, which has been applied only to 
monodisperse systems, is extended to slurries commonly found in 
commercial applications, viz., slurries of multifarious particles. 
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2. MODIFICATION OF PREWOUS ASSUMPTIONS AND THEORE~IS 
Some of the assumptions of our earlier papers 11. 2 1 can be refined in the 
light of recent work on sedimentation. In particular. A4 can be relaxed 
considerably. and two further assumptions introduced. 
The sedimentation velocity of very dilute dispersions of equal spheres has 
been studied extensively 1 l&l 5 ) and it now seems clear that 
,/l(c) = U”( 1 -kc) + “CL (2.1) 
where u0 is the velocity of a single particle in an infinite fluid. The analysis 
of monodisperse suspensions of spherically isotropic particles (which fall 
vertically and have the same translational resistance in any orientation 151) 
is more complicated, but the disturbance in the fluid caused by the sedimen- 
tation of an arbitrary particle can be approximated by the effect of a point 
force 151. Thus, it seems that the same result would hold, but k would 
depend on the shape of the particle 1 lo]. There has been little direct analysis 
of D’(C) in very dilute slurries. Particles in a large swarm which is slightly 
denser than the surrounding slurry can settle with velocities much higher 
than the Stokes velocity u,, [ 7, 16 I. Of course, velocities in dense clusters are 
much higher than u,, [ 7. 17. 181. However, the probability of such 
formations occurring by chance is vanishingly small in very dilute 
dispersions 171. In fact, even close pairs are rare I13 1. Thus o’(c) becomes 
vanishingly small. The variance of the transition pdfs also becomes small as 
f 1 0. Thus, the uniformity of A4 as c 1 0 or f 1 0 is unrealistic. 
A previous paper [ 1 ] examined the development of the steady-state pdf 
from a given pdf of initial velocities. In practice, particles are randomly 
dispersed by some mixing procedure, so their initial distribution is different 
in every realization. A further difficulty is that it takes time for the particles 
to achieve the velocities appropriate to the overall configuration. This time 
can be made arbitrarily short by making the Reynolds number sufficiently 
small [S]. If the dispersion is random initially, the velocity distribution for 
times close to zero should differ only slightly from realization to realization 
when the concentration parameter is the same or very nearly so. 
These results can be incorporated in the Markov model by modifying A4 
of 1 I ] and introducing a new assumption for limiting values of c. 
ASSUMPTION A4’. For every c E (0, r) and every positive r and E, there 
exists a positive 6 (dependent on c. r, and E) such that, for every U, LJ E V. 
every I > r. and every c’ E (0, f). 
(c - C’I < 62 (h(v, II u; c) - h(c. tl u; c’)l < E. 
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If, in addition, the particles are initially randomly dispersed, there exists a 
positive T (dependent only on c) and A (dependent on c and E) such that for 
every ~1 E V. every t < T, and every c’ E (0, r), 
/c - c’ / < A =S / p(r, t: c) - p(o, t: c’J( < E. 
This modification avoids the difficulties which result when c 1 0, c T r, or 
t 1 0. The proof of Theorem 4 of [ 11 requires only the uniform continuity of 
h for t greater than some chosen r, but the change from [O. rj to (0, r) is 
significant. Theorem 4 of [ 11 becomes 
THEOREM 4’. On (0, r), the steady-state pdf s, q(., c), depend 
continuously on the parameter c. The continuity is unvorm on compact 
subsets of (0. I-). 
COROLLARY. On (0. r), the mean. ,u(c), and tlariance, a’(c), of q(+, c), 
the steady-state of P(c), vary continuously with c. The continuity is uniform 
on compact subsets of (0, r). 
Theorem 5 of [ 1 ] remains unchanged, but its proof treats small time 
increments separately. Moreover, Theorem 5 and its corollary now apply to 
particles initially dispersed randomly as well as to fixed initial velocity 
distributions. Since identical distributions cannot be imposed, this extension 
is essential for practical applications. The relaxation of A4 also results in a 
weaker Finiteness Theorem. 
THEOREM 6’ (Finiteness Theorem). Let .;9 be a region in the 
height-time plane on which the concentration parameter, c(x. t), resides in a 
compact subset of (0, r). Then slurry behavior in .,A may be characterized 
(as a uniform approximation) by finiteljv many Market! processes. 
Remark. The concentration parameter, c(x. t), is a weighted average of 
local solids concentration, C(x, L). Thus, its values at the interface and 
packed bed may well be bounded away from 0 and r, in which case the 
Finiteness Theorem applies throughout sedimentation. For example, this 
occurs whenever the concentration gradients at the interface and packed bed 
stabilize at positive values. These conditions are achieved by a wide variety 
of real slurries [ 19, 201. This result is further refined in Section 4 where 
“interface” is precisely defined for the first time. 
The specification for t 1 0 is given by A3 and Theorem 3(i) of [ 11. The 
behavior at limiting concentrations is embodied in the formal assumption 
below. 
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ASSUMPTION A8 The transition pdfs are unimodal and converge to 
Dirac delta functions for limiting values of c. i.e.. for every positive t and 1:. 
and every u E V, 
lim I ClO. Iv-uot>r 
h(c, flu, c) dr = lim 1. CTr-,r,
/ 
~ hjr~. tlu,c) do = 0. 
The unimodality is confirmed experimentally [3]. It implies that for all 
concentrations the U, u probability surface consists of a single ridge whose 
shape and position evolve as the time increment increases, initially being 
precipitous along u = t’, and thereafter spreading out and relocating until 
ultimately parallel to the u-axis at the mode of q(., c). In our three-parameter 
model [3], the conditional and steady-state distributions are normal with the 
dependence on u decaying exponentially. 
Assumption A8 implies that the steady-state pdfs. q(., c), also approach 
Dirac delta functions for limiting concentrations. The proof is similar to that 
of Theorem 3(iii) of [ 11. Consequently, A8 formalizes the results discussed 
above for dilute slurries and states a view on the controversial problem 
[20-231 of the sedimentation of very concentrated slurries. 
This view is indirectly supported by theoretical and experimental studies. 
Consider a dispersion of equal spheres whose initial concentration is only 
slightly less than that of the packed bed into which they will eventually 
subside. Spheres in the packed bed are firmly supported by those below [241 
and thus eventually by the bottom, usually a rigid, flat plate. Sedimenting 
spheres near the bottom must approach the plate and those above must 
approach each other. As separation decreases, resistance increases rapidly 
(25-301, becoming inversely proportional to gap width [27-301 for the very 
small gaps which characterize concentrated dispersions [ 7, 3 1 I. Part of the 
downward force on an upper sphere is transmitted through the fluid to 
spheres below, pushing them closer together (on the average) than those 
above. Thus, a concentration gradient forms and propagates upward. If the 
spheres were perfectly smooth and interparticle attractive forces were absent, 
this gradient would eventually extend throughout the slurry. At very small 
gap widths, however, real spheres do not behave ideally 127. 321. Hence. 
those at the bottom become part of the packed bed and sedimentation in a 
cylinder of finite height occurs in a finite time (201. 
Both A5 and A8 are necessary to describe the behavior of spheres 
sedimenting from a very dense dispersion (uniform in the large) into a 
packed bed. According to A5, the spheres “see” the packed bed and slow 
down. (In simulations (unpublished), the bottom of the container is treated 
as a packed bed extending downward indefinitely.) Since concentrations 
above a sphere contribute (by A5), r- c can be positive for spheres just 
above the packed bed. In that case, they settle into the bed with a finite (but 
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very small) velocity. Then the Finiteness Theorem applies to all sedimenting 
spheres since a sharp interface exists at the top [20]. Despite A8, the total 
sedimentation time may decrease [201 because the spheres need settle only a 
very short distance before reaching the final concentration. 
Similar considerations apply to spheres settling from more dilute 
dispersions into a packed bed. Though the method by which a bed is formed 
is known to affect its density [33], this showed no systematic hange with 
initial solids concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 0.55 [201. In contrast to 
Kynch’s theory, the Markov mode1 predicts a gradient just above the packed 
bed, but A5 ensures that the final velocity of the particles is finite. Thus, 
these cases will always satisfy the Finiteness Theorem provided that an 
interface forms. The same principles should hold for non-spherical particles. 
Most of the classical equations (summarized in [2 11) predict that p(c) is 
monotone decreasing, but this view is no longer tenable. Though mean 
velocities for very dilute dispersions appear to be less than a,, (Eq. (2.1)), 
cluster settling soon leads to greatly increased velocities for fairly dilute 
dispersions. For equal spheres, the threshold of cluster settling appears to be 
c = 0.001 [7, 341. 
ASSUMPTION A9. p(c) has the shape shown in Fig. 1, i.e., initially 
decreasing to a minimum (at c,, say), increasing to a maximum (at c,,,) and 
then decreasing to zero (at r). 
FIG. I. Hypothetical curve showing mean sedimentation velocity vs parametric concen- 
tration. 
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Thus, there exists a solids concentration c;,! such that ,D(c;,) =p(c,). The 
concentrations c,, cy , and CL satisfy 0 < c, < c,, < ck < r. For dispersions 
of equal spheres, the relative minimum is only slightly less than the Stokes 
velocity and there is a global maximum ,~(c:~r) which greatly exceeds U, 117. 
181. The existence of a local maximum is sufficient to explain the charac- 
teristics of slurry-supernate interfaces. 
3. INDUCTION PERIOD 
Any atttempt to determine the settling velocity of a monodisperse slurry 
begins by mixing the slurry until it is homogeneous in the large. The 
induction period is an interval of time during which a recognizable interface 
forms and increases its velocity to a constant value. Its occurrence is usually 
ascribed to the time necessary for mixing currents to damp out or for floes to 
re-form after being broken by the mixing process [ 19, 35 I. While these 
factors may be important in particular cases, the induction period is an 
inherent part of the sedimentation process and is easily understood in terms 
of the Markov model. We have already shown. by contradiction, that the pdf 
of distances travelled by particles crossing a plane near a packed bed must 
differ from that of those crossing a plane in the interior 121. We now derive a 
similar result for the top of the slurry. 
Let f be the pdf of the distance, X. travelled by a particle during a fixed 
time interval I. (Recall [2] that the positive direction is downward.) Assume 
that a single Markov process applies and let 
.x is 
d= 1 dx’ 1 fQ) dx. e= (.O dx Jr f Cx) dx. -0 -xi .-x .-Jc 
Then [2] 
bM(x, Z) = c(d - e) = cFX. x > x,,, . 
where M(x, I) is the net volume (per unit area) of particles passing 
downward through the plane at height x during I, and x,,, is the maximum 
distance which can be traversed in I by any particle1 I]. 
Let S be a stationary coordinate system and let S be another coordinate 
system whose origin moves smoothly in S according to s(t). Let s(t) describe 
the position (in S) of the “interface.” If a particle travels the distance x in S 
during 1, then ff = x - y is the distance it travels in S, where y = cYX is the 
distance travelled by the interface in S. Thus 
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In the region near the top of the slurry 
cFM(x, I) = c ix dx’ rrn f(x) dx - ce, 
“0 ‘X’ 
x < XM 
is monotone increasing and bounded by c(d - e). Hence [ 21 
-- 
BU(R) = 837(x, I) - 237(X,&,, I) < 0, 0 < 2 < ,Y\, 
which contradicts the assumed constancy of concentration. 
Kynch’s theory [8] predicts that a slurry in which the local solids concen- 
tration was C would settle with a sharp interface, i.e., no particles would be 
above y and C would be maintained below. In assuming that a single 
Markov process applied, we implicitly assumed that the parameter c was 
simply C. In our model, however, c is a weighted average [ 1, 21 of C. Thus 
the value of c very near the top of the slurry is different from the value in the 
interior and the corresponding pdfs may also differ. An analysis incor- 
porating these refinements leads to the same conclusion. but is less simple 
and direct than that given above. 
In the Markov model, fast particles move out of the upper levels, depleting 
them and skewing their velocity distributions. The concentration changes so 
rapidly that the steady-state pdf does not apply. In dilute slurries, particles in 
clusters settlc rapidly [ 3, 7, 17, 181, so the particles left behind tend to be 
widely separated. The rapid changes in concentration make an exact 
calculation difficult, but it is clear that a concentration gradient forms 
between the original top of the slurry and that part which is still at the 
original concentration. The induction period is simply the time during which 
this gradient is formed. 
4. SLURRY-SUPERNATE INTERFACE 
Experimenters record the position of an interface and report that its 
velocity is remarkably constant [ 31, but it is not easy to define a 
slurry-supernate interface or to determine when one exists. Since an interface 
refers to a collectivity of remnant particles rather than an uppermost particle, 
it must be possible to delimit this collectivity whenever an interface exists. In 
the relatively brief time required to settle dilute slurries in a column of 
modest height, the particles may remain close enough together to give the 
appearance of an interface even though they might continue to spread out 
indefinitely in an infinite column. 
When the upper levels are depleted 13, 181, there may be disagreement 
about the existence of an interface [ 3, 171. Experiments conducted in finite 
columns cannot easily distinguish between a continuing depletion and a 
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diffuse “interface” with a remnant concentration which is small but constant, 
Even when the cases can be distinguished, observers may differ on whether it 
is appropriate to call the upper part of a diffuse gradient an interface. Thus. 
a precise definition is required. 
Consider a slurry which is uniformly dispersed in a semi-infinite column. 
Let the initial concentration parameter be c, except near the top of the slurry 
(taken as x = 0). At t = 0, the particles begin to settle and thereby establish 
a concentration gradient which consists of planes in which the concentration 
parameter, c, has some value less than c,. Initially, at least, these planes 
move downward at different speeds. Let am be the position of the 
uppermost particle which is far from any wall [ 36 ) and, for every c < c, . let 
x,(t) be the position of the relevant plane. 
DEFINITION D 1. The slurry settles with an interface if and only if there 
exists some c > 0 such that the value of x,(t) -x,(t) is bounded. Let 
c* = sup (c: x,(t) - x,,(t) is bounded}. The interface is attenuated if c* < c, 
and unattenuated if c* = c I’ 
If no interface exists, the gradient continues to spread out indefinitely and 
the value of c near the uppermost particle approaches zero. If an interface 
exists, that part of the gradient above c * stabilizes at a finite length and the 
value of c at the top remains finite. The collectivity of particles in this region 
constitutes the interface, but membership is not permanent. A retarded 
particle from the interior may reach the interface and an accelerated particle 
may return to the interior. Within the interface, particles move from one level 
to another. 
In our terminology, the attentuation of an interface is quite different from 
its fuzziness. An unattentuated interface may be diffuse; the important 
feature is that c* = c,, the initial value, so that the gradient does not spread 
out indefinitely. On the other hand, an attentuated interface becomes 
infinitely remote from the main body of the slurry as the gradient between c* 
and c, expands. 
For simplicity, we confine our discussion to particles for which u,, is 
unique, i.e., spherically isotropic particles. Using the terminology of Dl and 
A9. we now state our principal result. 
THEOREM 1. Monodisperse suspensions of spherically isotropic particles 
settle with an interface (with probability approaching unity as slurr?? cross- 
section increases). The interface is attenuated when c, c c, < CL and unat- 
tenuated when 0 < c, < c, or cl, < c, -C r. The remnant concentration is c,, 
for all attenuated interfaces. The ultimate velocity of an-v attenuated interface 
is AC,). 
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Proof: Substantial concentration inversions result from the systematic 
choice of stochastically independent particle velocities from the tails of the 
unimodal transition functions. They therefore [2] occur with probability 
approaching zero as slurry cross-section increases. Even greater cooperation 
is necessary for the effect to appear in the weighted average parameter. c. 
Hereafter, arguments are based on realizations without inversions in c and 
consequently the results hold with probability approaching unity as slurry 
cross-section increases. As in 121, the convergence can be expected to be 
very rapid indeed. 
Since the slurry is initially homogeneous in the large, concentration is 
stochastically stationary in the interior [2], i.e., in the region beyond -r,(t) 
which is x,(t) for c = cr. The slurry extends indefinitely downward (positive 
direction of x), so concentration gradients cannot form beyond -x,(t). 
According to Theorem 5 of [ 11, this region is governed by a single Markov 
process. Since x,(t) -x,,(r) is finite for finite t and since the height interval 
over which c is a weighted average is large compared to particle diameter, c 
is non-zero and monotone in the gradient and hence during finite times the 
entire slurry can be characterized (as a uniform approximation) by finitely 
many Markov processes (Theorem 6’). 
According to Theorem 1 of [ 11, the velocity pdf, p(., c,), for particles 
beyond x,(f) approaches q(-, c,). Particles which move from the main slurry 
into the concentration gradient are being left behind, so their mean is always 
less than jcJ ZI~(L~, c,) dv and hence ultimately less than ,u(c,). Within the 
gradient, particles are governed by Markov processes ?Y(ci). i = 2. 3,.... H. 
When the gradient is sharp, particles governed by a particular process .,iv(c,) 
have velocities whose pdf is far from q(., ci). In a very slight gradient. c 
changes little with height and particles are governed by .R”(ci) for a much 
longer time. Basically, if the effect of the processes is to speed up these slow 
particles and return them to regions of higher concentrations, then the slurry 
will have an interface. To facilitate a detailed description of the nature of the 
gradient and of the phenomena occurring there, we divide the subsequent 
treatment into four cases. Figure 1 shows the ,u(c) vs c curve for all of them. 
(i) O<c,<c,. Hence ,~(cr) < ,u(cJ < ... < ,D(c,). Since all Markov 
processes operating in the gradient act to increase the mean velocity of the 
particles coming from below, this mean will almost surely rise. If the 
gradient continues to expand, particles are acted upon for longer periods of 
time and the value of c at x,(t) is reduced. Focusing just on the particles 
leaving the main slurry, i.e., the retarded particles, we see that the velocity of 
these particles increases, on the average, as they move upward (relative to 
moving coordinates) through the gradient. In the worst case, the particles 
become so spread out that c, (the parametric value in the uppermost level) is 
close to zero. Then A8 and the ergodic property [ 11 ensure that individual 
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particles governed by P(c,~) have mean velocities close to u(, 121. Since these 
velocities then exceed ,D(c,), these particles are returned to higher concen- 
trations. Therefore, the gradient cannot expand indefinitely in a 
neighborhood of c = 0. i.e., there is an interface. Thus. c is bounded away 
from zero and the Finiteness Theorem applies throughout sedimentation. 
At all stages in the gradient. the Markov processes return some particles 
to the main slurry. In the worst case, when the gradient becomes very spread 
out. the finitely many Markov processes approach their steady-state 
distributions 111 and the quasi-steady-state model 1 I, 2 I applies (as a 
uniform approximation). Since the mean velocity increases as concentration 
decreases. the net effect. by the law of large numbers. is to return particles to 
higher concentrations. i.e., the gradient cannot expand forever. Thus. the 
gradient consists of slow particles on the way up and fast particles on the 
way down, with mean velocities of both types moving closer to ,u(c;). A 
dynamic equilibrium is established and the gradient is stochastically stable. 
In particular. since ,u(c;) > ,u(c;_ ,). i = 2. 3 . . . . . rz, none of the upper levels will 
lag behind the main body of the slurry. Thus, the interface is unattenuated 
because the concentration at its bottom is c* = c, (see Fig. 2a). 
(ii) c, < c, <c,,. Hence ,u(c,) > P(c?) ? ... ? ,u(c,,) and ,u(c,,,) < ... c 
,u(c,). Retarded particles move into regions of lower concentration and the 
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FIG. 2. Concentration zones in a semi-infinite column. (a) 0 < c < c,, or c:, % c < r: unat- 
tenuated interface. (b) c, < c < c,,: attenuated interface. (c) c,, i c < c;: attenuated interface. 
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effect of the Markov processes R(ci), i = 2,3,..., m is to maintain the mean 
velocity at ever-decreasing levels. Thus, the gradient between c, and c, 
spreads out and lim,,, [x,(t) -xi(t)] = co, i = 2,3 ,..., m. Above c,, the 
analysis of (i) applies and the interface is stable with c* = c, at its bottom. 
Since c, < c, , this interface is attenuated and c, is the remnant concentation 
(see Fig. 2b). It follows that the interface velocity is ultimately I. 
(iii) c,+, < c, < CL. Hence P(C,) < 4c2) < .a. <PllC.,IjY Pk,,) > 
P(C,,+,) > .*. > ,u(ckj =P(c,). ,u(ck) > .a- > ,u(c,), and iu(c,j < ... < ,u(c,,j. As 
usual. retarded particles move into regions of lower concentration. The effect 
of .Y(ci). i = 2. 3 ,..., M is to speed up the retarded particles. Slow particles 
moving up the gradient from c,,~ come under the influence of YY(c,), 
i=h4+ 1 ,..., k and their velocities also average at least ,u(c,). Thus, there is 
a stochastically stable gradient between c, and ck. Above ck, the analysis of 
(ii) applies and the interface is stable with c, at its bottom. Again, the 
interface is attenuated and c, is the remnant concentration (see Fig. 2~). 
(iv) CL < c, < r. Hence I < ,u(c~). i = 2, 3 ,.... n. The effect of all the 
Markov processes in the gradient is to speed up the particles. Thus, the 
analysis is similar to that in (i). The interface is unattenuated (Fig. 2a) and. 
indeed, may appear quite sharp. I 
COROLLARY. Sedimentation in a semi-infinite fluid may be characterized 
(as a uniform approximation) bq~Jinitely many Markotl processes. The same 
is true for sedimentation in a finite container procided the gradient at the 
packed bed stabilizes at a positive value. 
Proof: The Finiteness Theorem (6’) applies because the parameter c is 
bounded away from zero throughout sedimentation when the slurry settles 
with an interface. I 
The discussion above points out an important difference between analyses 
based on the Markov model and those based on Kynch’s flux theory 18. 201. 
We have discussed a new interpretation of the latter as a quasi-steady-state 
theory [2] which treats the mean ,u(cj of q(., c) as the characteristic velocity 
for that concentration parameter c. In flux theory (old or new), concen- 
trations such as c,~, < c, for which ,D(c,,,) > ,D(c,) cannot appear during 
sedimentation. When c, > c,,, the gradient is continuous and hence c,, 
occurs, but 1 y up(v, c,,,) do c ~(c,,,) and there is no inconsistency. In fact. a 
dynamic equilibrium implies that j,, op(tl, ci) du = ,a(~,) < ,u(ci), i = 2, 3...., n 
for case (iv). 
Mean velocity determines the existence of an interface; variability of 
velocity largely determines its fuzziness. An interface is diffuse when 
variability is high and sharp when it is low. Kynch’s theory, the limiting case 
of zero variability, predicts interfaces which are perfectly sharp at all 
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concentrations. The persistence of velocity [ 1 ] also increases the fuzziness of 
an interface. When the autocorrelation coefficient 12. 3 I9 p(t. c). is high for 
c<c,, slow particles take longer (on the average) to speed up and thus 
penetrate further into the upper reaches of the interface. The velocity 
difference u,, -,u(ci) also plays an important role. When ,u(c,) is much less 
than uO, the particles require only a small increase in velocity to keep up 
with the bulk of the slurry. In practice, low values of variability [ 171, 
persistence [3], and mean [2 1 ] at large values of c yield a sharp interface 
] 17. 20, 37) which is enhanced visually by the contrast between the thick 
slurry and the clear supernate. 
In their pioneering work, Kaye and Boardman [ 17. 38 ] noted that the 
nature of sedimentation changed suddenly as the solids concentration 
increased. Sedimentation rates, which were extremely high for 
0.002 < c ,< 0.02 decreased appreciably. Variability, which had reached a 
maximum at c 2 0.02 or 0.03. also declined. They observed no interface at 
these concentrations, but noted a diffuse one for c > 0.03 and sharp 
interfaces at high concentrations. Their observations are precisely in actor 
dance with our predictions from Fig. 1 as discussed in the proof of Theorem 
1. For 0.002 < c < 0.03, their slurries are described by case (iii). That is. 
there is an attenuated interface and c,, according to their results. is about 
0.0002. Below this interface is an expanding zone in which the concentration 
varies. This is easily interpreted as no interface, but evidence summarized in 
13 ] indicates that closely sized spheres form an attenuated interface for 
c z 0.03, the region between c, and ck expands more slowly and. in a finite 
column, might be mistaken for part of the interface. They recorded a diffuse 
interface at c > 0.03 and sharper interfaces at higher concentrations. The 
transition to case (iv), an unattenuated interface with c, = 0.04, and the coin- 
cident decrease in the variability of velocity were noted as a change in the 
nature of the settling process [ 17, 381. 
5. SLURRIES OF MULTIFARIOUS PARTICLES 
Particles exhibit a great variety of individual characteristics. The coun- 
table sample of particles forming a slurry can be considered as a particular 
realization from a continuous distribution. Thus. small particles, occurring 
naturally or formed by grinding, show a size distribution which is often 
approximately normal or log-normal. If the requirements for membership in 
a particular species of particle were specified as having a particular size. 
shape, and density, there could be as many species as there are particles. 
To determine the effect of one particle on another during sedimentation, 
we turn to Brenner’s rigorous formulation 14, 5 ] for creeping flow. Since very 
small particles undergo Brownian motion and large dense particles are not in 
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Stokes flow, we exclude such particles by imposing lower and upper bounds 
on the size and density of the particles and hence on their Stokes velocities. 
Consider a system of n particles dispersed in a viscous fluid of density pr and 
viscosity II. The bounding surface may be container boundaries. free 
surfaces, or fluid surfaces at infinity. Brenner [4. 51 has shown that 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. The term on the RHS of (5.1) is just the force exerted by 
gravity on the ith particle and ri is the characteristic length, i.e., the radius of 
a sphere of equivalent volume. K,, C,, and a, are three dyadics (second- 
rank tensors) which are independent of the properties of the fluid and of the 
magnitudes and directions of the translational and rotational velocities uj 
and wj. (C’ is the transpose of C.) Rather, they are intrinsic properties of the 
system of particles (and boundary, if any) which depend only on the size and 
shape of the particles, the instantaneous configuration of the system, and the 
choice of origins, (“i [4, 51. The RHS of (5.2) is 0 because no torque is 
applied to a particle when it has a uniform density. Of course. particles may 
rotate as a result of coupling between translation and rotation [ 4,5 ]. 
In principle, system (5.1~(5.2) can be solved for the velocities (4,s ]. (In 
practice, however, the dyadics are usually unknown.) Nearly identical 
particles have nearly identical densities and characteristic lengths. If their 
dyadics are also nearly identical, the system is changed very little by the 
substitution of one particle for another. Provided that the system of linear 
equations is not ill-conditioned, the solutions for translational and rotational 
velocities will be almost identical. 
The effect of particle density is only through the RHS of (5.1) while the 
effect of size and shape is only through the dyadics on the LHS of (5.1) and 
(5.2). Thus, it is convenient o combine size and shape in a single charac- 
teristic which we call personality. When species differ in their densities, small 
changes in the concentration or density of one of the species in a slurry can 
produce qualitative changes in settling behavior, viz., a reversal of the mean 
direction of movement [39]. When all particles have the same density, ps, 
there is clearly a bifurcation point at p, = p/. In contrast, small changes in 
particle personality produce only small changes in the dyadic for an isolated, 
single particle [40-42] and this should also be true for slurries. 
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6. PARTICLEPERSONALITY 
For computer simulations and engineering applications. we wish to avoid 
the complexity of individual characteristics by grouping particles into a finite 
number of species. Also. we want to justify formally the usual practice of 
considering closely sized and shaped particles as a single species. 
Shape is usually characterized by one or more parameters (summarized in 
(43 1). This approach has been eloquently critized by Meloy 144 I. who 
pointed out the need for a theory of particle morphology. We need an 
assumption (similar to A4 of 11)) on the continuity of h with respect to 
species differences (size, shape, density). but first we must find a measure of 
the differences between shapes. To this end, we examine the representation 
r=f(& 8). If the characteristic length of a particle is defined to be the radius 
of a sphere of equivalent volume (401, this length is given by the first term in 
an expansion of f(@, 19) in spherical harmonics. Factoring out this size 
parameter, ro, normalizes all coefficients [44]; in particular a:’ = 1. All 
higher coefficients are zero for a particle which is exactly spherical 1401. If 
the center of the spherical coordinate system is chosen to coincide with the 
center of mass of the particle 1401, ui”’ = a\” = b’,” = 0. Proceeding 
formally. we obtain 145 ) 
cos me + bk”” sin mt?) P!,““(cos 8) 
I 
for particles such that a vector from the center to any point of the particle 
surface intersects the surface only once 1441. 
For nonpathological particles, f is an arbitrary continuous function on a 
sphere of unit radius. Thus, it can be represented by a linear combination of 
(surface) spherical harmonics of orders 0, I,.... N with any desired accuracy 
provided N is sufficiently large [46. p. 4041. These functions are orthogonal 
and exhaust the whole set of eigenfunctions 146. p. 411 I of the differential 
equation 
1 a -- 
sin e ae [ 1 sinBE + ae &$+v=o. 
It follows that any function which is square-integrable in the Lebesgue sense 
can be represented in the form of a series convergent in the mean 146, 
p. 4 121. The convergence will be uniform if the function has continuous 
second-order derivatives [46, p. 4121. The complete description afforded by 
spherical harmonics supports the proposal of Gotoh et al. 1471 that they be 
used to characterize three-dimensional bodies. 
Spherical harmonics are a spanning set of a separable Hilbert space 148. 
p. 1 161 with natural norm llfll = (f. f ;‘I2 and natural metric d(f, g) = 
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If-gll= u--g, f-d”*, where (f, g) denotes the inner product .I‘J‘s fgdS. 
Thus, they are a natural tool for determining personality differences. 
DEFINITION D2. The personality gap between two particles, f(& 0) and 
g(#, r3). is d(f, g), the Euclidean metric in the separable Hilbert space .d 
spanned by surface spherical harmonics. If particle size is normalized by 
setting f * =f/r,,, then d* = d(f*, g*) is the morphological distance. 
The imposition of upper and lower bounds on particle size implies that 
personalities are chosen from a compact subset, K, of .d. 
Meloy [44) has suggested that particles have intrinsic shapes (such as a 
sphere) from which the particle deviates randomly. If a particle is comprised 
of a melamorph [44] and a random component, D2 provides a basis for 
statistical tests of family membership. For similar particles d* = 0 and 
d = (r, - r?I /If *II. For particles of equal size (i.e., both characterized by r(,). 
d = r,d*. 
7. A MARKOVMODELFORSLURRIESOFMULTIFARIOUS PARTICLES 
The species in a particular realization of a sedimenting slurry are chosen 
from a set .Y~. Since an exact description of every particle is obviously 
impractical, any useful theory for slurries of multifarious particles must hold 
across different realizations of species s E .? . 
Mathematically, sedimentation is a collection of interacting particle paths 
which depend on initial conditions and a transition structure 121. Our 
Markov model treats both of these as stochastic. The concentration of all 
species near a given particle affects its behavior. Thus, local solids concen- 
tration, C, and our concentration parameter, c, are functions C, c: .i + P 
which vanish off a countable subset of .;/, i.e., only the species actually 
present can contribute. This characterization provides a method of extending 
the assumptions and theorems of [ 11 to the multispecies case. 
When the number of particles is very large, the global properties of 
slurries should be relatively insensitive to the particular species realized 
through repeated random choices from ,;G. Thus, it suffices to assume that 
the effect of one species on another is through the concentration parameter c. 
For each species, s, c(s) is a weighted average of local solids concen- 
tration, C(s), with significant contributions from a height interval which is 
large compared to particle diameter and small compared to slurry depth 11, 
21. If we consider monodisperse suspensions of spheres, it is clear that this 
interval must be proportional to the particle diameter. In general, then, the 
weighting function, W(s), is different for each species. 
Our use of weighting functions is a compromise position between Kynch’s 
concept of local concentration 12, 81 and the fluid dynamics approach [ 13. 
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IS] which treats all pairwise interactions as if the other particles were absent 
[ 15 ]. At any concentration, the second-order effect of a near neighbor 
exceeds in magnitude the first-order effect of a sufficiently distant particle. 
Furthermore, the particles surrounding a given particle shield it from the 
effects of distant particles 1491. This shielding. which is especially strong in 
concentrated slurries [49], can be formalized as a spatial Markov property in 
which the conditional behavior of each particle given the positions of the 
others depends only on the configuration of its neighbors 1.501. Thus, we 
emphasize the effect of near neighbors via all levels of interaction rather than 
the effect of all particles via first-order interaction. but our viewpoint is less 
extreme than that of Kynch [S], who, in effect, took the Dirac delta as his 
weighting function. To crystallize this intermediate viewpoint and to simplify 
the subsequent mathematical treatment, we clarify and generalize A5 of 
11, 21. 
ASSUMPTION A5’. The concentration parameter is defined species-wise 
by 
c(x, r; s) = ( W(x’ - x; s) C(x’, r; s) dx’. SE.?. 
where the W( .; s) are piecewise continuous pdfs. To meet the physical 
limitations noted above, we further require that the W(.; s) be positive in a 
neighborhood of the origin, unimodal, uniformly bounded, and have 
uniformly bounded means, modes, and variances. 
In our previous papers [ 1, 21, the mode of the weighting function was 
taken to occur at the origin. This seems plausible on physical grounds, but is 
not essential for the results. 
If C(x, t; s) > 0, then C(s) is positive in some neighborhood of x, so 
C(s) > 0 =j c(s) > 0. Within large regions in which the concentrations of all 
species remain constant, the absolute-value norm corresponds to the physical 
concept of the magnitude of the solids concentration, i.e., (1 cJ( = 
Cc(s) = CC(s). This norm will be appropriate provided that we can show 
that it is finite when the C(s) are not constant in a region. 
DEFINITION D3. The norm of c is l/cl/ = CseLYc(s) and the 
corresponding metric between functions is /I c - c’ II = x,,, y 1 c(s) - c’(s)1 . 
LEMMA 1. Cse. C(s) < 1 =a CSEjrC(S) < c-0. 
Proof It suffices to construct an integrable function f which dominates 
all the W(.; s). Indeed, in this case 
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2 c(x, t; s) = 1 1‘ W(x’ - x; s) C(x’, t; s) dx’ 
se-v- ss.v . R 
< ” (_ 
SE(i. -’ P 
j-(x’ -x) C(x’. t; s) dx’ 
which by hypothesis yields 
s;y c(x, t; s) < )_ j-(x’ - x) d,u’ < 03. 
-P 
Thus, the proof reduces to showing that the natural assumptions imposed on 
the W(.; s) by the physical system itself, are sufficient for the existence of 
such a dominating function. 
Let r’, a positive integer (greater than 2), simultaneously bound the means 
and modes, while M bounds the pdfs themselves, and u2 the variances. Then, 
the function 
f(x) = M for 1x1 < 2v 
= 9o’ln’ for 2v<n+ l,<lxl <n+2 
is clearly integrable and dominates the W(. ; s) on 1.~ 1 < 2v. For 1 x( > 2v, the 
W(.; s) are monotone (in each tail) so whenever n + 1 < (xl < n + 2 
qx; s) < 1’ W(z; s) dz < ] W(z; s) dz = P(IX(s)( > n), 
-PI(lzl$fl+l . III an 
where X(s) is a random variable with density W(. ; s). Since v bounds ax(s). 
whenever (n + 1) > 2v 
P((X(s)( > n) Q P(jX(s) - aX(s)I > n/3). 
Consequently, by Tchebyshev’s inequality 
W(x; s) < 9n-’ Var X(s) <J(x) 
whenever 2v < n + 1 < 1x1 < n + 2, completing the proof. I 
Since ()c - ~‘11 < co by Lemma 1, D3 yields a Banach space (a normed 
linear space complete in its natural metric) in which the appropriate 
generalizations of Al-A3 of [ 11 are obvious and these, in turn, lead directly 
to generalizations of Theorems l-3 of [ 11. The generalizations of A4’ and 
A8 are less obvious. Verhoeven [37] has studied the sedimentation of a 
single sphere in an otherwise monodisperse suspension of smaller spheres 
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and noted extensive variation in its velocity. Boardman ) 17, 381 noted 
considerable variability in the mean velocity of marker spheres in a 
dispersion of smaller. unmarked spheres. A single sphere in a very dilute 
suspension of larger ones settles quickly when it is close to a large one [ 5 I 1 
and slowly when it is far from any of them 15 1 I. In more concentrated 
dispersions, the shielding effect 149 1 implies that a small particle surrounded 
by large ones will move with them 152 1. Thus. provided IJclI remains positive 
no difftculties arise as c(s) 1 0. 
For any given multispecies slurry in creeping flow, let ‘I. denote the set of 
non-zero concentration parameters achievable during its sedimentation and 
&’ the corresponding values in the packed bed. 
ASSUMPTION A4”. For every c E V/, every s E i , and every positive r 
and E, there exists a positive 6 (dependent on c. r. E, and s) such that. for 
every I > r. every U. 1% E V(s). and every c’ E “I 
11 c - c’ 11 < 6 => /h(c, f / u; c. s) - h(v, t 1 u: c’, s)l < E. 
If. in addition, the particles are initially randomly dispersed, there exists 
T > 0 (dependent only on c and s) and A > 0 (dependent on c. E. and s) such 
that for every t < T. every r E V(s). and every c’ E ‘I 
I/c - ~‘11 < A * 1 p(v, t; c, s) -p(c, f; c’, s)l < E. 
Remark. When a species s is absent in c’, we take h(tl, L/U; c’, s) = 
lim C,s,jO h(z). tlu; c, s). where c(s) > 0 and c = c’ on .i - {s). This 
convention, which applies also to p, preserves continuity when a species is 
present in only one of c or c’ in A4”. 
ASSUMPTION A8’. Let species s have Stokes velocity ~~(3). Then for 
every positive f and E, every species s and every u 6 V(s) 
lim 1. clo _ ,I _ u ,s),>r h(c. flu: c, s) dv = lim 1. h(v, r/u; c, s) dv = 0, 
’ 0 c,tr. Ir’laE 
where TE %V. Furthermore, there exists k > 0 such that whenever 11 c/I < k, 
the transition pdf.‘s are unimodal. 
Note that unimodality is assumed only for very dilute slurries. The 
complex interactions in dense dispersions of multifarious particles require 
further study. 
Generalizations of Theorems 4 and 5 of [ 11 and their corollaries follow 
easily for any given realization of a countable number of sedimenting 
particles. Theorem 6’ will apply to a finite number of species in a semi- 
infinite column provided that the slurry settles with an interface. This 
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theorem will also apply for sedimentation in a finite column if c for all 
sedimenting particles lies in a compact subset which avoids packed-bed 
concentrations. (See the remark after Theorem 6’.) Theorems 1, 2, and 5 of 
121 also hold species-wise thereby providing guidance for experiments with 
slurries of multifarious particles. 
Usually, we wish to consider nearly identical particles as belonging to a 
single species. Furthermore, we prefer to characterize the parent distribution 
of particles rather than a particular realization of it. We have already noted 
that small differences in personality produce small differences in velocity. 
Using the appropriate metrics for personality and concentration respectively, 
we now quantify this assumption. 
ASSUMPTION AlO. For every c E Y, every fE K, and every positive E 
and r, there exists 6 (dependent on E, c, r. andf) such that, for every g E K. 
every f > r, and every u, c E V(f) U V(g) 
d(f, g) < 6 =a I h(G 4 u; c, f) - h(c, t / u; c. g)l < E. 
If. in addition, the particles are initially randomly dispersed there exists a 
positive T (dependent on c andf) and a positive A (dependent on E, c, andf) 
such that for every g E K, every t < T, and every u E V(f) U V(g) 
d(f, g) < A s I P(U, t: c,f) - P(C, t: c, g)l < E. 
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) imply that small perturbations in the personality 
of some particles will have little effect on the sedimentation behavior of other 
particles. Moreover, any effects ought to be proportional to the quantity of 
particles perturbed. These ideas are formalized below. 
ASSUMPTION Al 1 (Replacement Assumption). For every c E Y, every 
f~? K, and every positive E and 7, there exists a positive 6 (dependent on E. c, 
r, and j) such that for every c’ E G, every g E K, every t > 7, and every u, 
u E u..f), 
4.Lg) < 6* lh(c, II u; c,f) - h(r, fI u; C’J)I < E (Ic - c’ /I 
provided that c’(f) > c(f), c’ = c on K - (f, gt, and IIc’ (1 = /ICI/. If, in 
addition, the particles are initially randomly dispersed, there exists a positive 
T (dependent on (I c 11 and f) and a positive A (dependent on E, c, and f) such 
that for every c’ E .@, every g E K, every t < T, and every u E V(f), 
4.L g) < A * I P(LI, c cd’) - P(V, c c’,./-)I ,< E (Ic - c’ II 
provided that c’(f) > c(f), c’ = c on K - (A g}, and I( c’ (1 = IIc II. 
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THEOREM 2. Consider a multispecies slurr!? in creeping from lilhose 
common density particles have personalities from a compact set K of .w’. As 
a uniform approximation, the sedimentation mav be characterized as that of 
a single species provided that particle personality is sufficiently constant. 
Proof Fix f E K. Since all particles have the same density. the species 
are simply the countable number of personalities present in the slurry-say 
f, 5 fi ,a.., where f, =f if personality f actually occurs. 
Let c be any concentration parameter achieved during sedimentation. 
Define c* by setting c*(f) = J(cII and c* = 0 elsewhere. Recursively define c,, 
by setting c,(f) = c,~ ,(f) + c(f,), cn(fN) = 0. and c, = c,~ , elsewhere. 
Initialize with c0 E c or c, E c as appropriate. Thus. the particles with 
personalities f, . fi ,..., are sequentially replaced by equal concentrations of 
particles with personality$ Notice that for all II 
and 
ll~nll = /ICI1 =llc*/l. II c, - c,, -I II = 2c(f, 1. 
()c,-c*ll=2 \‘ c(h). 
kyn 
The assumption pertaining to a choice of 6, A, or T will be indicated by an 
additional argument. 
Since I/ c,I( = I/cl1 for all n, 
T,,=min(T(c*.fi,44”), T(c,f;AlO), T(J(c,l(,f;All)} 
is independent of n. For the single species slurry 111 determined by c* andf: 
let L = L(c*, f) denote the length of V(S) and M(t) =M(t; c*, f) the 
supremum of the transition function h(., t( .; c*. f) on V(f) X V(f). 
Choose E > 0 and write E’ = s/41 1 + M(T,,)j L. F” = ~‘/Ilcl(. Define 
S, = min(B(s’, c*, T,,, J A4”)3 A(&‘, c*.f; A4”)}. 
Since by Lemma 1, llcjl= Zc(&) < co, N = N(E, c, f) may be chosen so that 
Vn>N, (Ic,,--c*Il (6,. Now define 
6, = min(B(c’, c, T,,f; AlO), A(&‘, c,f; AIO)}. 
6, = min u (&a”. c,, T,.J All), A(&“. c,,.f; All)}. 
i7C.V 
Finally, 6* = min (S,, S,, S,} is a personality gap which is sufficiently 
small to guarantee that at concentration c, sedimentation is uniformly E- 
approximated by the stochastic structure for a slurry having the same total 
concentration, but composed entirely of particles of speciesf: More formally. 
it suffices to show that V g E Supp(c), d(f, g) < 6* implies 
v t > 0, v L' E V(f) u Y(g) I p(c, t; c, g) -P(Ll, r; c”,f)l < E. 
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For t < r,, notice that 
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( p(c, t; c. g) -p(c, c c*?f)l 
< ) p(c. t; c. g) -p(c, c c,f,l 
+ z (p(v, c c,-,.f) -P(h 1; c,,f)l 
n < N 
+ / P(L’, t: c,.,f) --P(L’, Cl c”,f)l. (7.1) 
Then by A4”, AlO, All, and our choice of 6*, the RHS of (7.1) is 
dominated by 
E’+ 2: E”IJC,_,-cC,JI+&‘~4& <c. 
n <.v 
For t > r,,, a similar analysis yields 
Jh(t*, t(u; c, g) - h(o, tlu; c*,j-)I < 4E’. (7.2) 
Now choose t’ such that t’ < r, < t - t’. Then the recurrence relations [ 11 
for p(u, t; c, g) and p(c, t; c*.f) yield 
( p(v, I; c, g) - P(l-4 c c*Tf>l 
< I‘&. t’; c, g)lh(u, t - t’lu; c,g) - h(h t - t’lu; c*,f)ldu 
+ 1. h(L’, t - t’ 1 u; c*,f)l p(u, t’; c, g) -p(u, t’; c*,f)ldu. (7.3) 
Then by (7.2) and the result for t’ < T,, the RHS of (7.3) is dominated by 
4~’ + 4&‘M(t - t’) L which in turn is dominated by E since M decreases with 
increasing time increments [11. I 
COROLLARY 1. Provided that llcll remains sufficiently constant in a 
region of a multispecies slurry satisfyping the conditions of the theorem, that 
region can be characterized (as a untform approximation) by a single 
Markov process. 
Proof. Since Theorem 5 of [ 11 holds (under A4’) when )I c*(I is 
suffkiently constant, the result follows immediately. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Whenever c resides in a compact subset of ~2, the 
sedimentation of a multispecies slurry satisfying the conditions of the theorem 
can be characterized (as a uniform approximation) by) finitely many Markoc 
processes. 
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Proof: To every c achieved during sedimentation there corresponds a cd 
for the single-species slurry. Since cii’ lies in a compact subset of (0. r). 
Theorem 6’ holds and the result follows. 1 
COROLLARY 3. The sedimentation of ay slurq, of particles oj’ constant 
density and personalities chosen from K can be characterized (as a uniform 
approximation) by a finite number qf species. 
ProoJ It is clear from the proof of the theorem that we can cover K with 
a finite number of open sets and within each all species can be replaced by a 
single species. I 
COROLLARY 4. WheneLler c resides in a compact subset of 9’. the 
sedimentation of any slurry of constant density and personalities chosen from 
K can be characterized (as a uniform approximation) by finitely marl). 
Markor processes. 
Proof: A proof of Corollary 3 would show that to every c achieved 
during sedimentation there corresponds a c** for a slurry with a finite 
number of species. As already noted, Theorem 6’ holds for the latter. Hence. 
the result follows from Corollary 3. I 
Corollary 3 is especially useful in experimental studies of two or more 
“species” in which each “species” consists of closely sized, nearly spherical 
particles. It justifies the common practice of ignoring the minor variations 
within the “species” in favor of the major differences between them 139. 53. 
54 1. 
For many slurries of practical importance, small differences in the density 
of particles leads to only small changes in settling behavior. Thus, a similar 
theorem and corollaries should apply. However. it is difficult to specify, a 
priori, that no bifurcation points will be encountered. 
7. CLASSIFICATION 
Classification, the process of separating particles (via sedimentation) into 
size fractions, is an important industrial application. It has been studied over 
a wide range of concentrations, but is believed to occur most readily in very 
dilute dispersions. A general treatment of classification would require a 
detailed knowledge of ~(c: s) for each species s (i.e.. a generalization of A9 
for slurries of multifarious particles), but theoretical treatments have not 
dealt adequately with cluster settling in general, and experimental work with 
slurries containing many species is largely confined to determinations of 
overall characteristics. For very dilute slurries, however. an increase in the 
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concentration of any species results in a decrease in the velocity of all 
species. In such slurries, the major retarding effect is the return flow of fluid 
displaced by sedimenting particles [ 13 1. Consequently, the faster-settling 
species have (proportionately) a greater retarding effect. If some of the 
faster-moving particles are replaced by slower-moving ones, the mean 
velocity of each species increases provided that the overall concentration 
does not. This assumption is formalized below. 
ASSUMPTION A12. Consider a parametric concentration function c. 
Label the contributing species s,, s?,..., such that their steady-state mean 
velocities satisfy pi(c) > pi+,(c). i > 1. Then for these species, there exists a 
positive constant k such that for all n andj 
cl < c, ,***, c;-, < c,-, , c:, < c, =qj(c’) > ,LQ(c) 
whenever Supp(c’) c Supp(c) and I( c’ 11 < /I cl\ < k. 
THEOREM 3. Let k = min(k,, k2), where k, and kz are the constants in 
A0’ and A12, respectively. Consider a uniformly mixed slurry with N species 
and initial concentration parameter c’ such that ]\c’]( 6 k. A suflcient 
condition for classification (with probability approaching unity as slurry 
cross-section increases) is that mini+i !tti(c) - ,uj(c’)] be bounded away from 
zero for all c. c’ such that ]]c]j, ]]c’]] < ]jc’ 1). 
Proof Since the means pi(c) are continuous in c by the corollary to 
Theorem 4”, we can label the species so that 
Pitt) -Pi+ J(c’) > m > 0, i = 1, 2...., n - 1 
for all c, c’ such that /IcII. IJc’ II < (Ic’ /I. By an obvious extension of Theorem 
1 of 121, the concentration in the main body of the slurry is stochastically 
stationary at c’. By the extension of Theorem 1 of [ 11, the velocity pdf there 
approaches qi(tq, c’) for species si. Above this region, particles whose 
velocities are less than ,u,(c’) are being left behind. As in Theorem 1, the 
unimodality of the h’s (A8’) ensures that concentration inversions seldom 
occur. so IIcII may be treated as non-decreasing with x (which is positive 
downward). 
For sufficiently large t, the mean velocity of species si is arbitrarily close 
to ,D~(c’). Consider planes at x,,(t) = [,u,(c’) + m/3] t and xIz(t) = 
I,u,(c’) -m/3] t. For t sufficiently large, the law of large numbers (LLN) 
ensures that x,,(t) is arbitrarily far from the particles of species sI which are 
being left behind. Thus, the concentration at x > x,,(t) is negligibly affected 
by the gradient. Assumption A10 and the LLN ensure that t can be chosen 
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large enough to make the concentration of species s, arbitrarily small for 
x < xlZ(l). Chose t, to satisfy all these conditions. 
Consider planes at xi,(ti) = /,u;(c’) + m/3 1 ri and .YJ~;) = (,uJc’) -- m/3 1 t; 
for ti > tie,, i = 2. 3 ,..., N, where each ti also satisfies conditions like those 
for t,. For t > t,v, we have N regions wherein the concentrations remain 
essentially constant (for large cross-sectional area) and velocity pdfs are 
arbitrarily close to the steady state. Those regions are separated by gradients 
which lie between x,,(t) and xi2(t). i = 1. 2..... N. Proceeding up the column, 
each region contains one less species than the previous one, i.e.. classification 
occurs. I 
COROLLARY 1. Each transition zone has finite length and the mean 
celocity of its boundaries is ,ui(ci ). 
ProoJ As the gradient spreads out, A10 and the LLN ensure that it does 
not expand indefinitely. The argument is similar to that of Theorem 1. The 
ergodic theorem ensures that individual particles of the disappearing species 
do not penetrate indefinitely into the zone above. u 
COROLLARY 2. When the j&test-settlirtg species disappears, the concetz- 
tration of each of the remaining species increases. 
Proof: According to Corollary I, the transition zone stabilizes. Within 
the zone, particles are not at their steady-state distributions, but a dynamic 
equilibrium exists. Thus. the net flux into the zone must be zero for each 
species. Since the zone moves with velocity pi(ci), the appropriate coordinate 
system also moves with this velocity. Hence F,Jx,, t) = Fj(xZ, t) and Fi is 
negative forj > i. If X, and .Y: lie far below and above the zone. respectively, 
the steady-state pdfs apply and 
c;[/qci) -p;(c’)] = c;+‘[,(c;+‘) -pi(c 
This yields cj+’ = 0 (consistent with the theorem) and, since 
p;(c’) > jij(Cif’) > puj(ci) for j>l, 
it follows that 
c,;+’ > cj, j=i+ l,...,N. I 
COROLLARY 3. The slurry settles with an interface. 
ProoJ Since only species N is present above the last transition zone, this 
result follows immediately from Theorem 1. 1 
The increase in the concentration of species 2, 3,.... is also predicted by a 
slight extension of Kynch’s theory. This is easily seen from the graph of the 
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FIG. 3. Kynch-theory analysis of a two-species slurry. Height-vs-time curves for 
individual particles. 
sedimentation of a two-component system. Figure 3 shows the trajectories of 
two particles of species 2. These lines have the same slope (determined by c 
since, according to Kynch [8], their velocities are identical). The removal of 
species 1 from the upper level results in an immediate increase in the velocity 
of species 2 there. When both particles are above the line of demarcation. 
their separation is less than it was originally. Since this holds for any two 
particles of species 2, the concentration of that species has increased. Figure 
3, interpreted in the sense of mean values, also illustrates Corollary 2 for the 
case where variability and persistence of velocity are very small. 
The sufficient conditions for classification cover the usual practice of 
using very dilute dispersions, but are by no means necessary. It has been 
shown experimentally 139, 53, 541 that classification occurs even in highly 
concentrated slurries. When species differ only in size or only in density. 
their pi(c) are ranked the same for all c. When species differ in both size and 
density, the ranks of the pi(c) may change with c [39]. In a system 
containing two species, the small dense spheres which were the slower- 
settling component in dilute dispersions became the faster-settling at high 
409 Rh. 2 I I 
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concentrations [39 1. The restrictive conditions of Theorem 2 are designed to 
exclude such phenomena. 
According to Corollary 3 of Theorem 2, slurries consisting of two 
different families of closely related species may be treated as two-species 
systems. Experimental studies of such systems show two clearly defined 
interfaces (39, 541 with fluctuations both in the level of the interface about 
its best-fit position and in the velocity of the interface from one run to 
another. Such fluctuations, which are unfortunate deviations from ideality in 
Kynch’s theory. are an integral part of the Markov interpretation. While a 
classical treatment would ascribe most of this variability to small differences 
in particle size, shape. or density within the family. these effects are 
negligible. Almost all the fluctuations arise from differences in local 
configuration of particles and this variability is incorporated in the stochastic 
structure of our model I1,2]. 
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